
Notice to the Agent is notice to the Principal. Notice to the Principal is notice to the Agent. 

 

To All 
 

I am sending you the 21st through the 25th COVID Information Tranches – over 650 documents 

regarding COVID. I’d recommend you go over these and previous tranches with an eye for 

detail.  

 

It has been clearly evident for the past two years that the narratives used by mainstream 

medicine, media and bureaucracy to proselytize the US public regarding COVID-19 were 180 

degrees wrong whether it be masks, lockdowns, distancing, or the experimental mRNA 

genetic shots.  

 

Dr. Dean Sidelinger and Rachael Bank should both resign immediately. They have failed 

miserably regarding medical and public health standards and knowledge. Their widely 

incorrect recommendations regarding COVID-19 have resulted in massive morbidity and 

mortality. If they don’t resign, they should be fired.  

 

If these two so called ‘health professionals’ didn’t know masks or shields would never 

block/impede a virus going either direction, then they are seriously lacking in medical and 

public health knowledge. This isn’t new information – we have known this for many decades. 

Ever since a virus was first seen with an electron microscope in 1935, we have realized how 

small they are. And distancing? Viruses are much smaller and much lighter than dust. They 

float everywhere and are suspended for many hours once put into the environment, especially 

an indoor environment.  

 

And, for these two so called ‘medical professionals’ to agree with forcing an experimental 

genetic mRNA shot upon the public that had never been tested on humans and had been 

a disaster when tested upon lab animals, without even knowing the shots ingredients, is to 

say the least, the antithesis of being a medical professional. First rule of medicine – DO NO 

HARM!! 

  

The rest of you bureaucrats seem to have little regard for public health, though you did love 

shutting down government to the public. The public had no ability to access you for three 

years. It was Kafkaesque. You also should resign. 

 

You need to immediately reinstate Mrs. Tina Tressel back to her job as Special Education 

teacher at the Sweet Home School District (SHSD), along with back pay, interest, and legal 

costs. Mrs. Tressel worked 25 years in the SHSD without incident. The Oregon Department of 

Education (DOE), Oregon DOJ, the Fair Dismissal Appeals Board (FDAB) and the State of 

Oregon Employment Appeals Board know exactly what I am talking about. You fired her and 

then withheld her unemployment benefits. This has financially and emotionally stressed her 

family. And why? Because she was smarter than all of you. She knew the shots were 



experimental and potentially extremely dangerous. She also knew that the masks and shields 

were a joke that could never stop the virus, but could cause other medical issues, some of 

which are deadly. She had no obligation lawfully or constitutionally to file for an exemption.  

 

You have now ignored me and my offers for at least six months to remedy your past 

uneducated, devastating COVID decisions and responses. I can only assume you have also 

ignored my attempts to educate you with now 25 tranches of information regarding your 

COVID predicament.  

 

Since you seem unwilling to rectify, let alone acknowledge, the ‘mistakes’ you have made, it is 

time for me to assist those affected by your thoughtless, uneducated decisions. They need help 

now. If you have no intention of righting your wrongs and helping those you are responsible 

for ‘injuring’, then perhaps I can assist them in some way with the information I have gathered.  

 

The tranches I send you are merely supporting evidence for the medical horror put upon the 

public by all of you. You all have harmed yourselves, your families, your friends, and a 

frightened and coerced public. How do you reconcile that?   

 

Lastly, not one of you have had the common courtesy to say thank you for all the information I 

have provided you. And you represent government for and by the people? Pathetic. 

 

Good Day 

 

Eric Dover, MD 

eadovermd@gmail.com 

Oregon Statewide Jural Assembly 

 
cc: Governor Tina Kotek 
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